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About This Game

A 2D sidescroller without a linear path. An action game with tactical combat and citybuilding. An adventure game that lets you
free-roam a vast, procedurally-generated world. A Valley Without Wind defies genre stereotypes. Unlike other procedurally-
generated games, you also get a logical progression in difficulty, plus helpful tips and checklists to guide your travels (should

you need them).
Choose for yourself how to prepare to face the vastly stronger Overlord. Complete a variety of missions to earn new spells,

and/or roam the wilds to uncover secret missions and stashes of magical crafting loot. Customize your characters with unique
combinations of enchants and spells that change how you move, jump, and fight. Or rescue people and bring them back to your
settlement so that they can then be sent on dispatch missions; you don't have to carry the burden of your fledgling civilization

alone!
You choose how to play, and the world adapts around you.

Key features:

Travel alone or with friends across an ever-expanding world of dangerous creatures, powerful magic, high technology,
and mysteries.

You have choice. The world of Environ is a procedurally generated sandbox, and lets you go anywhere you see --
including right into the overlord's keep at any time. (Good luck with that.)

Environ is endless. When you save one continent from an overlord, a larger and more complex continent appears.
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The game adapts to how you play: as you demonstrate your proficiency, monsters and missions upgrade accordingly.
Killed 100 bats? Okay, time for... bats on fire!

Crazy amounts of character customization. Combine a multitude of spells, enchants, and equipment to create specialized
character builds.

Play as a long line of brave adventurers. It's not a question of IF your character is going to die, but WHEN. Any
character that dies is permanently lost, but you keep all your inventory, enchants, and general progress in the game.

Become a community leader. Rescue NPCs for your settlement, construct buildings for them, and improve their skill and
mood -- then send them on dispatch missions to help you in return!

Be a clever problem-solver. Challenges have more than one solution, each with its own pros and cons. You get to figure
things out rather than just jumping through a set of hoops.

Difficulty levels give exactly the challenge you want, from casual to hardcore on platforming, combat, and citybuilding
independently.

All owners of Valley 1 also get the much-improved sequel absolutely free! Valley 2 is out now, and features a different
style of more-focused, non-sandbox play. Both games are quite distinct from one another, but you don’t have to choose
between them -- both are yours for the price of one!
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I recently reinstalled all my ARCEN games, and wanted to make a review of AVWW1,because yes, while it is mostly a 2D
sidescrolling game (most reviews will tell you it is), to understand the game completely requires a different mindset.

A Valley without Wind 1, is a Real Time strategy game where your character is both the worker and the only unit you have.

There it is. That's what makes the game special.

You have to balance exactly three things perfectly in order to win against the overlord and go to the next continent. Do I have
enough resources? Are my spells high level enough? Have I pushed the wind far back enough? These questions entangle
themselves beautifully in the actions you are going to make and the choices you can make for grand strategy purposes.
Gathering resources requires exploration, and completing missions. Doing this requires the appropriate spells, having the right
buildings on the map, pushing the wind back so you can build more and explore even moreso.

And so on.

The main complaint to have about the game is that, to really be two feet into how it works, and have a bit of challenge, you need
to beat the first continent, which is about 10 hours of play. Though you can start the game, when creating a new world, to the
second continent, which is greatly appreciated.

Everything is procedurally generated, the exploration is nice, there is a bit of a melancholic feel to the game that I appreciate as
it makes it more a relaxing experience than anything. The graphics are not top of the line, but are quite pleasing, and ARCEN
games are not about graphics in the first place, more like niche gameplay mechanics you cannot find elsewhere. The
replayability is literally endless.

I mean, you could literally play the game until your computer buffer overflows.

. A great argument against procedural generation. Very repetitive, and poor interface doesn't help.
A pity, it has(had?) potential and I really wanted to like this game.. The story was somewhat intriguing, but got lost in the
gameplay.
Gameplay was interesting, but got lost in the grind (I've read warnings about the size of dungeons, and still!) and dungeon-
navigation (meeeh).

In the end (keeping in mind that I played this one at work when servers were stopped, so it's like 8 hours a day and you have
nothing to do at all!) I dropped the game even before I've defeated the 1st lieutenant.
Soz.... A Valley Without Wind is a unique game. The combination of randomly-generated levels and metroidvania-style
platforming gives it a great deal of replayability. Something that I find interesting, however, is the game's emotional impact.
While the game's story isn't particularily impressive, the combination of easily-learned gameplay, beautiful graphics, and
incredibly memoriable music give a profound sense of solitude and loneliness. As a Glyphbearer, you are one of the only people
in the now-shattered world who can survive outside the scant few villages spread across the continents, and the loneliness and
sense of hopelessness that accompany sich a role are palpable. This isn't necessarily a bad thing, though. Personally, the mood of
the game feels very quiet and reserved. Unlike many other games, A Valley Without Wind truly gives the feeling of being a
wanderer, passing through dead towns and snowy forests with nowhere to truly call home. If you're familiar with the concept of
Catharsis, then this game is a brilliant example of it in action. The game provides a memoriable experience that I have never
found in any other game, and I would heartily reccomend it.. You could easily rename this as "We Had Lots of Ideas: The
Game" because that's honestly the best way to describe it. A mashup of numerous ideas, art styles, and gameplay mechanics.

Let's start with the first and most easily noticed one, the look of the game. It's fairly inconsistant. This is compounded by the
gameplay, too. At times it's trying to be Terraria where you're gathering resources like wood to make platforms, at others it's
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trying to be Diablo with a Mana Pool for spells and skills and exploring buildings you come across. There's blocky, almost
placebo-esque objects, but they're mixed in with lumpy, mishapen boulders.. slender trees.. and even animated portals.

You start off with four randomly generated and barely customizable characters, and there's a very limited number of character
designs to boot. This means when Sykdemo Thargbiscuit dies, there's a very good chance that Archibald Roundabout will take
their place and look exactly the same. Except their stats may be slighty different, and depending on how far you were before
you died, a lot worse. This also means you may have to go from playing a ranged mage to a melee meathead with little say in the
matter.

Unlike, say, Rogue Legacy which does this with a charming upgrade system and consistant, yet progressive stats, A Valley
Without Wind just kinda.. well, tosses the player into the wind. Oh, and you'll die a lot, to be sure. If not from actual mobs
(which is very likely as you have no clue what you're doing, and the User Interface is clunky and unhelpful), then you're sure to
die of boredom as you repeat the same handful of tasks over and over again.

I got the game ages ago as part of a bundle because I thought it'd be a fun Metroidvania sort of title, and at first glance it
definitely seemed like it might be. Unfortunately, the other thing AVWW reeks of is the feeling that it's unfinished. It's pretty
clear the developers got partway through progress of making the game, given it's bizarre title screen which features "asking for
your key", a blurb about the aforementioned progress which hasn't updated in forever, and a scrolling storyline summary which
is about as much as I ever got for plot.

Even free it didn't feel worth it. I just hope the bundle came with other games I actually enjoyed, but it was so long ago I have
no idea anymore. I can definitely tell you that unless the sequel is made out of \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s and
maybe chocolate, it probably isn't worth the $15 it's currently sitting at, either.

As an aside, I've read that there is eventually city building. Sadly, the game just couldn't keep my interest long enough to
actually make it that far. From what I understand from a friend who has played it, and a few other reviews.. you don't get the
sense of progression you ought to in a game like this. Once you "complete" an island with rebuilding, bosses, and so forth, you
just go off and repeat it and this happens ad nauseum. Given how the general gameplay was so unpolished, I can't imagine the
rebuilding stage of it to be any better.. Greetings, comrades! I really, REALLY wanted to like this game. I mean, who wouldn't?
A randomly generated "Metroid-vania" style game with RPG-heavy gameplay, what more could you want? Well, the answer lies
below, if you dare to enter the rabbit hole.

Pros:

As I already stated, the concept is amazing, and the RPG elements are simple yet complete. Unlike most RPGs, this one gives
you a very strong weapon right off the bat. Not the best, but good enough to be a constant companion throughout the game.

I found the graphics to be a refreshing change from the standard "drab-&-dull" that older Indie games are known for (not all
Indie games, calm down fan-people). The world is bright and sharp, with clean angles and stunning detail.

The custom difficulty is nice, allowing you to set your own pace.

The controls, while a bit quirky, are responsive and imaginative.

Cons:

While the RPG elements are all there, there really isn't a temptation to level up. I mean, my character could "tank" all of the
early bosses with ease, the only challenge being when a boss is resistant to a certain elemental-type weapon, and you have to use
another element to kill it. Even then, the challenge rests not in the boss itself, but rather in finding the new element required to
kill it.

While I like quick weapon progression, as it allows you to do other stuff instead of trying to get a new weapon, this game suffers
from a lack of other stuff to do. The quests are the same, the enemies are the same, the graphics are the same, and the gameplay
style is the same. All the same. All the same. Did I ever tell you the definition of insanity? (Heh, see what I did there? Ha ha!
No? Ah, forget it.)
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As I said, the world is very realistic, but the characters are not. It's almost like playing one of those old CD drive games in which
the people look like cut-outs pasted onto a background. This is actually a fatal flaw, as it throws off jumping in an odd way. It
makes you unsure of what is in the background, or what you can jump on. I really can't describe it, but if you play it, you should
see what I mean.

I really hate to say it, but this game's lack of creativity and excess of imagination bring this game down from the heights it could
have achieved. It's almost like they were so focused on the imaginative idea of the game that they forgot to flesh it out into
something workable. Plenty of people like the game, and I can see why, however I just couldn't bring myself to do the same.

Thanks for reading and have an awesome day!
. If you can get it on the cheap, a great buy. Challenging, fun and satisfying (if you turn the difficulty up one notch) and
manages to capture the bleak setting fairly well.

Graphics and story are nothing special, but a great time sink.. Don't believe the press. This one is as addictive as they get!

Granted the thrill of discovery wears off after freeing the second or third continent, but until then there are few games better at
scratching your itch for platforming exploration and a unique setting than this one.

Recommended!. It's really weird, it's not for everyone, and it has it's flaws.

But if this is the sort of game that you like, then you're going to _really_ like it.. The premise is excellent and unique, but is very
poorly executed.

Gameplay is shallow and repetitive. The game's marketing cites a level of depth and challenge that is absent. Enemies have
simple patterns that are easily exploited. I killed half the bosses while they were offscreen. Player customization is nice but isn't
anything new or unique. Platforming is made completely trivial by the ability to place platforms anywhere.

Visually the game is unclear, muddy, and unattractive. Characters are stiltedly animated. Enemies, pickups, background objects,
and projectiles all look similar and the only way to differentiate them is by what color they are on the minimap.

The game's music is decent, with a nice main menu theme. The sound effects are inoffensive.

The whole time there is this feeling that "it gets better later". Maybe it does. But it starts terribly and doesn't get any better after
4 hours.
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An ambitious mess with pretty ugly graphical style, and fantastic soundtrack.

Arcen do very interesting things, and while this is not exactly the most playable thing they have done, it is still pretty interesting.

. Good action-platformer, just really don't try and 100% it, not the achievments, that's doable, but don't try and explore
everywhere, it'll take too long and it's pretty tedious, but not required for progress.. Very funny game.

It doesn't have a great graphics, but who cares.

Random game for hours of gameplay, craft, fights, explore and a lot of action.

I like it more than Terraria, I think it has more action.

Very addictive ... check your clock from time to time!. I really want to like this game. It has some fun elements, things I usually
enjoy in games, such as random loot, directed character development, and procedurally generated levels. Problem is, it's
wrapped in a package that obscures it all, and a control scheme that's clunky at best, maddeningly frusrating at worst. I never felt
as though I had complete control over my actions due to this. The art style isn't my taste, and seems a bit hodge-podge. Sounds
are nice and satisfying for the most part. You might find some entertainment here if you can get past the control scheme and
visuals, but I'd recommend spending your money elsewhere.. A very strange combination of gameplay, reminescent of old
SNES platformers with a bit of RPG and city management elements thrown in.. You certainly can't fault Arcen for trying
something new and different. It's just a case of an ambitious dev with a ton of ideas biting off more than they could chew. Like,
way more. It's let down by a lack of graphical coordination and gameplay focus, with some rather half-baked mechanics such as
settlement development. Some of them underwent major changes after release, incorporating some fan suggestions, so you can't
say the dev dropped a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and ran, either. It's a very experimental project
that lost its way before it was discontinued, but you just might find a fascinating bundle of concepts and inspiration in there,
with not-half-bad gameplay and, imo, a beautiful atmosphere.. Interesting Metroidvania-style platformer with a heavy focus on
long-ranged attacks, as well as city-building and general crafting. Pretty neat hidden gem.. Nice Retro Fun
Exploration\/Survival\/RPG. Nice interface, spells and skills. Little quippy humor by Devs make it fun as well. VERY
underrated underappreciated game do yourself a favor and pick this one up. 8.5\/10. Something about the clunky-ish controls,
HUD and character animations makes this game amazing. Its a mix between nostalgia and indepth gameplay. Pure lonelyness
when playing by yourself (in a good way), but invite 2-200 (serously) of your friends and die slightly less quickly. Its realy a play
it to believe it game, but I deffently think its worth it, not to mention the Valley 1&2 deal.
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